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ABSTRACT
Clustering is a data mining procedure in which information is extracted without
supervision from a dataset. The goal of clustering is to partition the dataset
into clusters in such a way that the objects in the same cluster are similar with
each other, whereas objects in different clusters are different from each other.
The most well-known approaches to the clustering problem are presented
along with the question of clustering validity. When comparing these methods
with the design principles for clustering methods, it can be seen that all the
principles are not always met. Each method has also its own drawbacks, and
there is no method suitable for all situations.
Three complex network models, random, small-world and scale-free, are
introduced, and the scale-free model is studied more closely. The possible
uses of graph theory in clustering are presented, and the scale-free model is
brought to clustering in the form of scale-free minimum spanning tree (SFMST).
The structure is used as a way of obtaining clustering.
The new clustering method proposed in this thesis, the SFMST cluster-
ing, has been created with the design principles in mind: the method needs
only one control parameter; it can find clusters with different shapes, sizes and
densities; the optimal number of clusters can be detected automatically; the
method is not too demanding computationally. The method has been tested
and evaluated with different datasets, both real and artificial. The results have
been found promising and the method can be said to be a potential clustering
method.
Universal Decimal Classification: 001.82, 025.44/.47, 004.82, 004.421, 004.62,
519.17
Inspec Thesaurus: knowledge acquisition; data mining; pattern clustering; pat-
tern classification; network analysis; graph theory
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Clustering is a core task in data mining [HK01], which is becoming more and
more important since the digital data storage capacity is growing faster than
expected [FU02]. There are more and more data available, but the processing
techniques have not developed correspondingly. Data tombs — data stores
that are too big to handle and are in practice write-only — have emerged. Data
tombs are often never accessed after they have been created, and the knowl-
edge in them falls into oblivion. This kind of resource wasting is clearly not
desired; the data tombs might contain crucial information hidden in the vast
amounts of data. Thus, the data miner has ”a quest for the hidden knowledge”
before him. His aim is to seek the information from the data tomb, and one way
to attain the goal is the usage of clustering methods.
Although there are many clustering methods already available, it is not
known in advance which method performs best for a given application [DHS01].
Clustering is an empirical research area in which there is still much to do, and
the development of novel methods is justified.
The main principle of clustering is that the members of a cluster are similar
to each other. One way of measuring this similarity among mathematicians is
the well-known Erdös number. Paul Erdös was an award-winning, productive
mathematician with the largest number of different co-authors in mathematics.
A researcher’s Erdös number measures the length of the chain of authors from
Erdös to the researcher; the co-authors of Erdös (509 researchers) have Erdös
number 1, the researchers being co-authors with the ones with Erdös number 1
get Erdös number 2, and so on. If the researchers collaborated with each other
are connected with a line, the result is a network of people. There are cliques
(groups of researchers for which there is a connecting edge for each pair of re-
searchers) in this graph as well as researchers having strong influence to their
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collaborators (highly connected researchers). The Erdös numbers illustrate the
curiosity about how we do in the research world, and how closely connected we
are, socially or in some other way. Illustrating social connections with networks
can clearly reveal our status. [BM00, Gro05, New04]
To gain a new insight into the clustering problem, this study takes advantage
of the network structure described above. The highly connected researchers
can be interpreted as cluster centers, and the collaborators of the researcher
obviously belong to the same cluster with him.
In 1999, Albert-László Barabási found with his colleagues that the archi-
tecture of world-wide Web was not as expected [BA99]. They assumed that
the link distribution of Web sites would follow a Gaussian distribution, and the
average number of links, or the ”scale” of the network, could be determined. In
contrast, it was revealed that the Web is dominated by a few highly-connected
sites, whereas the most sites have only a few links. There was no definite
scale to be seen — thus the name ”scale-free” network arose. Since then,
the same kind of network structure has been found in diverse fields such as
economy, molecular biology, quantum physics and social networks, and this
phenomenon is also becoming popular with the general public [Coh02].
1.1 The aims of the study
The goal of the research was to study the possible usage of new network mod-
els in clustering. During the study, a clustering method based on graph theory
and scale-free structures was developed and evaluated. To the best of our
knowledge, the usage of scale-free graphs in clustering is a novel idea. To
achieve a functional clustering method, a few design principles must be con-
sidered. These include
• the method does not use a lot of numerical parameters whose values
have to be provided by the user;
• the method is capable of finding clusters with different sizes, shapes and
densities;
• the optimal number of clusters is detected automatically;
• the method should not be computationally demanding.
If existing clustering methods are viewed with these principles in mind, it can
be noticed that the principles are not always met. It seems that usually one
clustering method takes into account one principle but leaves the other ones
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intact. This causes problems in selecting a method for a certain application:
if the user is not familiar with different methods, he may base the selection on
misleading facts. The clustering method developed during this study fulfills the
principles and its drawbacks are known, and these facts together make it a
potential method.
1.2 The organization of the thesis
The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses clustering in general.
The basic principles of clustering are reviewed as well as the most well-known
approaches to the problem. In addition, the question about clustering validity,
including the quality of the clustering and the number of clusters, is discussed.
In Chapter 3, networks are introduced. Three models for complex networks,
namely random, small-world and scale-free, are presented. The scale-free
model and its most interesting properties are studied more closely.
Chapter 4 merges clustering with the networks, and deals with graph-theo-
retic clustering. Methods based on the minimum spanning tree along with other
graph-theoretic clustering methods are reviewed, and applications are also pre-
sented.
Chapter 5 contains a summary of the publications I–V. The main results of
each publication are presented.
Finally, in Chapter 6, conclusions, discussion and ideas for future work are
presented.

Chapter 2
On clustering
Pattern recognition is a broad concept consisting of different methods for find-
ing and classifying patterns from a dataset. A pattern is some entity of interest
which can be represented, for example, as a feature vector containing feature
values, or some measurable properties of the pattern. Examples of patterns
might include DNA sequences, fingerprints, spoken words, or hand-written nu-
merals. The approach of using feature vectors, namely the statistical approach
to pattern recognition, is most used in practice. There are many different ap-
proaches in statistical pattern recognition depending on what is known about
the classes of the dataset. If the conditional densities of the classes are not
known, they can be learned from the dataset; if the learning process is done
without supervision, the process is called clustering.
The goal of clustering process is to classify the data points into classes,
clusters, in such a way that the elements in the same cluster are more simi-
lar to each other than with an element from a different cluster. The quality of
the clustering can be measured with a classification error function. Applica-
tions of clustering include image segmentation (partitioning an input image into
homogeneous regions), object and character recognition, information retrieval
(automatic storage and retrieval of documents), data mining (extracting mean-
ingful information from data stores), and investigating the functions of genes.
[DHS01, JMF99, JDM00, KLV98, TK03, XWI05]
The first essential question arising when starting cluster analysis on a da-
taset is the selection of the features to represent the data points. Features
can be divided into two types, quantitative and qualitative [JMF99]. Quantita-
tive features include continuous, discrete and interval values, whereas nominal
and ordinal values are qualitative. The feature extraction methods include, for
example, principal component analysis, linear discriminant analysis, multidi-
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mensional scaling, self-organizing map and other projection, decomposition or
transform methods [JDM00, TK03]. A feature extraction method based on the
concept of mutual information has also been proposed [FIP98]. The feature
extraction problem has not been widely discussed in the literature, but it has
been shown that it might be beneficial to use a combination of features based
on different ideas in the same classification problem [PLP+05]. The dataset
might already contain measurements suitable to be the features — if this is
the case, normalization of the features may still be needed before the actual
clustering in order to avoid the dominance of some features over others. In ad-
dition, if some features are strongly correlated with each other, the results can
become skewed. Thus, not all the available features are necessarily needed.
The feature selection problem is widely discussed in the literature, and there
are many different methods to select the features [JDM00, TK03].
The second essential question deals with the similarity measure. Since the
goal is to bundle together data points similar with each other, the first thing to
do is to define this similarity. The most natural selection is a distance measure
such as the Euclidean metric [XWI05]. However, if all the features are not
continuous-valued, a metric may not be the best choice. For nominal features,
different matching coefficients might be used [Fin05, JD88], and new distance
functions being able to handle nominal features, continuous features or both
have also been presented [WM97]. There have also been studies concerning
the classification of time series data into stationary and non-stationary, and
different metrics have been suggested to be used in this case [CCP06]. They
might also be usable in other classification problems. In addition, a similarity
measure based on mutual information to be used with hierarchical clustering
[Koj04] as well as a metric based on Fisher information matrix [KSP01] have
also been presented. The latter is a metric which is learned from the dataset,
and it has been used to predict a bankruptcy from an enterprise’s financial
data. Wong et al. have also considered the possibility of learning the similarity
measure from the dataset, and have formulated a new clustering algorithm
based on the idea [WCS01].
If the chosen similarity measure is a metric, the results for search problem
in metric spaces [CNBYM01] and for approximate searching [AMN+98] can be
used in clustering problems. It has been claimed that in higher-dimensional
spaces (with 10–15 dimensions) the concept of ”nearest neighbor” is not any
more reasonable [BGRS99]. This may have consequences in clustering pro-
cedures also.
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2.1 On clustering methods
The selection of an appropriate clustering method for a given problem is an
even more difficult task than selecting the similarity measure. There are lots of
methods available, each with different characteristics. The clustering method
can be either hard or fuzzy, depending on whether a data point is allowed to
belong to more than one cluster, with a definite degree of membership, at the
same time. In addition, a method can be called hierarchical or partitional; hier-
archical methods produce a nested sequence of partitions whereas partitional
methods produce only one partition. There are methods based on squared
error (such as the k-means), probability density function estimation, graph the-
ory, combinatorial search techniques, neural networks, and others. Different
strategies have also been proposed for sequential or high-dimensional data
and large datasets. [JMF99, XWI05]
A very popular clustering method, the k-means method, is also the best-
known squared error-based clustering algorithm. The method begins by ini-
tializing k cluster centers, and then proceeds by assigning data points to the
center nearest to them, re-calculates the cluster centers, and assigns the points
again. The process ends when there is no change in the cluster centers. The
method is simple and easy to understand, but it has its drawbacks. The initial
cluster centers and the number of clusters have to be given to the algorithm.
The method is iterative and there is no guarantee that it converges to a global
optimum, and the method is sensitive to outliers and noise. [DHS01, XWI05]
Furthermore, the k-means method can only detect hyperspherical clusters (if
Euclidean distance is used) [JDM00]. There is still ongoing research aiming
to improve the k-means method. For example, an efficient exact algorithm for
finding optimal k centers has been given [AP02], as well as a way to estimate
the number of clusters present in the dataset with statistical methods during
the k-means clustering procedure [PM00].
Since clusters of different size, shape and density create problems in clus-
tering, many solutions have been offered. An example of them is a method
using the information about nearest neighbors of the data points in defining
the similarity [ESK03]. The method uses core points to represent the clusters,
and it has been shown to outperform k-means. It is also possible to use clus-
ter skeletons instead of cluster centers [YCC00]. This approach can handle
clusters with different shapes correctly.
Another solution is based on neural networks. For humans, visual pattern
recognition is something we do easily every day, for computers the same prob-
lem is difficult. Thus, the human brain has been proposed as a model to be
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used in pattern recognition [Fuk88]. An artificial neural network (ANN) is a
structure modeling the functionality of human brain. ANNs have been used in
clustering problems since they are naturally nonlinear, massively parallel dis-
tributed systems being able to learn and generalize [Hay94]. It has also been
claimed that a pulse-coupled neural network can be used to model pattern
recognition by the human brain [Hak05].
Estimation of probability density functions behind the data to be clustered
is a way to overcome problems with overlapping, varyingly sized and shaped
clusters. In model-based clustering [BR93a, BR93b] it is assumed that the da-
taset is generated by a mixture of probability distributions in which each com-
ponent represents a different cluster. The actual clustering can be found by a
combination of hierarchical clustering and the expectation-maximization (EM)
algorithm [FR98]. The number of components in the model, i.e., the num-
ber of clusters, can be determined using the Bayesian information criterion or
approximate Bayes factors [DR98]. The noise points can be represented by
a spatial Poisson process. Actually, in the clustering methods based on the
mean-square error minimization, such as the k-means method, one is fitting
Gaussian mixtures to the data [BR93a].
The standard EM algorithm needs initialization to work properly in mixture
fitting. To avoid the initialization, a method for learning mixture models without
supervision has been proposed [FJ02a]. The probability density function can
also be estimated by using Parzen windows [HBV96], or using Gaussian mix-
ture models, with which it is possible to derive many clustering criteria related
with the shapes and densities of the clusters [CG95].
There has been discussion in the literature about classifier combination for
better recognition accuracy [KHDM98, JDM00]. The idea of evidence accumula-
tion -based clustering, or combining the results of multiple clusterings using a
split-and-merge approach, has also been presented [FJ02b].
2.2 On clustering validity
If a dataset is processed using a clustering method, the outcome is a clustering,
meaning, a collection of subsets of the original dataset. It is entirely possible to
cluster a dataset not containing any intrinsic clusters, and to get a result. How
can the number of clusters in a dataset be found out, and how can the quality
of the clustering result be measured? These questions are difficult, since the
definition of a cluster is not always apparent. The criterion ”similar points be-
long to the same cluster” might seem exact, but the similarity can be defined
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in many different justified ways. Clustering is ultimately beholder-dependent
[EC02]. An example study of evaluating the performance of different classifiers
using minimum classification error as the criterion has been presented by Sohn
[Soh99].
It has been claimed that artificial datasets are essential when evaluating the
performance of data mining procedures, since real datasets may contain struc-
tural regularities whose nature is not known [SW99]. In addition, the degree of
difficulty of the dataset might be needed to be varied during the performance
evaluation, for example, by adding error perturbation to the data [Mil80]. This
is clearly not possible with real datasets. Procedures for generating artificial
dataset have been presented in the literature [Mil85, SW99].
2.2.1 Number of clusters
When talking about cluster validity, the number of clusters is obviously an im-
portant issue. The problem has been studied widely, and many attempts to
estimate the number of clusters from a given datasets have been made. These
include the construction of certain indices, optimization of a criterion function,
and other heuristic approaches. In addition, some clustering methods are able
to adjust the number of clusters during the processing. Sometimes it might
also be possible to project the dataset into two-dimensional space, and see the
needed number of clusters from the visualization. [XWI05] An example study
in which the number of clusters are determined graphically can be found in the
application area of microarray gene expression data [Bic03]. There exists also
the Visual Assessment of Tendency (VAT) algorithm for studying the clustering
tendency of a dataset [HBH05].
The indices, or stopping rules, are usually based on cluster cohesion and
isolation. These indices can be either method-dependent or independent.
Method-independent indices have been compared with each other in the case
of artificial datasets [MC85, DDW02]. An index based on the comparison of
points inside a cluster with the points between the clusters has also been pro-
posed [WDRP02].
Defining the number of clusters statistically includes methods such as the
gap statistic [TWH01], a simulated annealing clustering based method [LF01],
cluster isolation criterion [FL03], cluster stability [BBM06], and Rand’s statistic
[CDW06].
A collection of methods for estimating the number of clusters in a dataset,
and a new prediction-based resampling method are compared with each other
in the case of gene expression microarray data in an article by Dudoit and
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Fridlyand [DF02]. Hardy presents methods based on hypervolume criterion
along with a few statistical criteria, and studies their performance with artificial
datasets [Har96].
Minimizing the regularized cost function has also been presented as a way
to find the number of clusters [KP99], as well as a separation index aiming to
measure the gaps between the clusters [QJ06].
If the problem is the definition of the number of clusters in mean square
error sense, or the number of Gaussians in a finite Gaussian mixture by the
EM algorithm, the answer can be given by the Bayesian Ying–Yang machine
[Xu96, Xu97, GCL02].
Using influence zones has been proposed as a way to determine the num-
ber of clusters without constructing the clustering itself [HBV96, HBV01]. The
method is suitable to one-, two- or three-dimensional data; higher-dimensional
data has to have its dimensionality reduced before the method can be applied.
In this approach, the probability density function of the data is estimated. The
method is applied to the dataset with different values of a certain parameter,
and the number of clusters can be selected according to the behavior of this
parameter.
Genetic algorithm-based approaches to finding the number of clusters in-
clude, for example, an algorithm automatically evolving the number of clusters
during the clustering process [BM02], a genetic algorithm maximizing an ob-
jective function based on the average silhouette width criterion to find the right
number of clusters [HE03], and a genetic algorithm being able to handle non-
spherical clusters and at the same time finding the proper number of clusters
[TY00].
A fuzzy approach to the problem with the number of clusters has also been
presented [FK96]. In this approach, cluster prototypes are being estimated
from noisy dataset. The Cluster centers can also be found with fuzzy ants: the
ants move the cluster centers in the feature space, and the centers are then
evaluated and passed to fuzzy c-means algorithm [KH04].
A cluster analysis algorithm which does not produce the explicit clustering,
but an ordering of the dataset, has been proposed by Ankerst et al. [ABKS99].
The method is claimed to reveal the intrinsic clustering structure of the dataset,
including distribution and correlation of the data.
2.2.2 Validity
Cluster validation includes methods that evaluate the results of cluster analy-
sis quantitatively. There are three different kinds of testing criteria: external,
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internal, and relative. External criteria measure performance by comparing the
clustering result with the information known a priori, internal criteria consider
the quality of the partition in the viewpoint of the dissimilarity matrix, and rel-
ative criteria compare two clusterings with each other. Internal and external
criteria are based on statistical testing, whereas relative criteria do not involve
statistical tests and thus, they are computationally less demanding than internal
and external criteria. [JD88, XWI05, HBV02a, HBV02b]
Maybe the simplest possible performance measures can be derived from
the quantities of true positive, true negative, false positive, and false negative
instances. These quantities can only be used in the case of binary classification
problem. It is also possible to use different distance measures and derivatives
of them, or correlation coefficients, calculated between vectors of the known
classes and the ones given by a classifier. [BBC+00]
Information theory provides possible measures such as relative entropy
(also known as cross entropy or Kullback–Leibler distance; it is not an actual
distance measure but it is easy to construct a distance measure based on it)
and mutual information [BBC+00, TK03]. Other possible measures include
the normalized version of mutual information [RS93, RSS94], the information
score based on Shannon entropy [KB91], and the information potential based
on Renyi’s entropy [GP02]. Entropy can be seen as a natural way of measuring
the uncertainty, or the information content, of an event using probability distri-
butions. It can also be used to evaluate the difficulty of a decision problem, and
different indices based on entropy can also be useful in measuring a classifier
performance.
The intra-cluster and inter-cluster densities can also be used as a basis for
clustering evaluation [OZ00, WC04]. Specific indices such as Davies–Bouldin,
Dunn, and Calinski–Harabasz [BP98, BM01, MB02] have also been generated.
These all are based on within-cluster scatter and between-cluster separation,
or the diameters of the clusters, and they intrinsically fix a distance measure.
If there are hyperspherical or structural clusters, indices based on graph the-
ory [PB97] could be used: a graph structure (minimum spanning tree, relative
neighborhood graph, or Gabriel graph) is induced on the partitioned dataset,
after which cluster validity indices can be defined. These indices can also be
used in defining the correct number of clusters.
The silhouette width criterion [Rou87, VBJ+00] is based on average dis-
similarities of the data points of a cluster and the average distances between
points inside different clusters. The silhouette width is defined in such a way
that its possible values lie between −1 and 1. An object is be said to be well
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classified if its silhouette width is 1, and badly classified if the value is negative,
since then it is, on average, closer to objects in another cluster. This criterion
can also be used for selecting the number of clusters.
Design principles for defining cluster validity indices have also been pre-
sented along with new indices [KR05]. As the authors point out, the design
principles based on compactness and separability of the clusters have seldom
been clearly suggested, and thus some existing indices have features contra-
dicting the main idea of cluster validity indices.
Different validation methods with different clustering methods have been
studied by several researchers [MI80, Mil81, MSS83, MC86, MB02]. The prob-
lem of replicating cluster analysis has been studied by Breckenridge [Bre89,
Bre00].
Chapter 3
On networks
A graph is a collection of vertices and edges connecting them. The edges can
be directed or undirected, and real-valued weights may be assigned with the
edges. The degree of a vertex is the number of edges connected to the vertex.
A path is a sequence of vertices connected together with edges; if the first and
the last vertex of the path are the same, the path is a cycle. If every vertex
can be reached from every other vertex, the graph is connected. A tree is a
connected, acyclic graph; if the number of vertices is n, there are n−1 edges in
the tree, and removing an edge leads to two disconnected subtrees. A network
means a weighted graph, either directed or undirected. A minimum spanning
tree (MST) of an undirected weighted graph is a tree containing all the vertices
of the network, and the edges are selected in such a way that the total sum of
edge weights is smallest possible. [Tar86]
Graph theory is usually said to be founded by Euler, who introduced a so-
lution to the famous Königsberg bridge problem. At first, the studied network
problems were small, containing at most a few hundred vertices. Nowadays,
the availability of computers allows the collation and analysis of more data,
and the focus in network study has shifted to the examination of large-scale
statistical properties of the networks. The study of real-world networks, such
as social, information, technological, and biological, has revealed that they usu-
ally are complex, irregular, or dynamically evolving. The simple network models
are not diverse enough to be able to model these real-world networks, and thus
complex network models have emerged.
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3.1 Complex network models
The complex network models most often studied in the literature include ran-
dom, small-world and scale-free network models. In the simplest random net-
work model, vertex pairs are connected with each other with some probability
value. There exist other random network models, such as a model producing
network with power law degree distribution [ACL00].
A small-world network can be constructed starting from a regular lattice, in
which each vertex is joined to its neighbors k or fewer lattice spacings away,
and then adding or moving a portion of the edges. The moving can be done
by examining each vertex in turn and with some probability moving the other
end of the edge to a different vertex chosen at random. The result is a lattice
with ”shortcuts”, i.e., the distance between any two vertices is short. Small-
world network model was created to lie between regular and random networks
[WS98], and the definition has been refined in order to be better suited in the
study of real-world networks [LM02]. The small-world phenomenon is also
well-known from social networks of human relationships: any two people in the
world are most likely linked by a short chain of acquaintances [HA04].
To study the degree distribution of a network, let pk denote the fraction of
vertices with degree k, or, the probability that a vertex chosen at random has
degree k. Random network models produce usually a Poisson distribution for
pk, whereas most real-world networks have highly right-skewed degree dis-
tributions, meaning that there are lots of vertices having a few connections,
and some vertices have many connections — highly-connected vertices are
practically absent in random and small-world networks. The networks with
right-skewed degree distributions have no characteristic scales for the degrees,
hence the networks of this kind are called scale-free. Their degree distribution
follows a power law pk ∼ k−γ . The exponent in the power law has been ap-
proximated for many different real-world networks, and it usually has values in
range 2 < −γ < 4. [AB02, DM02, New03, Str01]
In order to represent numerically the structural properties of networks, some
measures have been defined. These include characteristic path length and
clustering coefficient [WS98]. Characteristic path length is a global property
measuring the typical path length between two vertices in the network. Clus-
tering coefficient is a local property measuring the connectedness of the neigh-
bors of the vertex. The clustering coefficient of a vertex can be calculated as
the ratio of the number of edges between the neighbors of the vertex and the
number of all possible edges between the neighbors. The characteristic clus-
tering coefficient of the network can be taken to be the algebraic average of the
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clustering coefficients of all the vertices. The clustering coefficients of many
real-world networks have been found to be larger than in random networks,
which tells that their structure is small-world. [SAK02a] Clustering coefficients
have been used in, for example, DNA sequence analysis [GLC06]. It is also
possible to define higher-order clustering coefficients [FHJS02].
It is also possible to calculate the values of information-theoretic features,
such as the mutual information, the noise level (using conditional entropy), and
joint entropy, from networks [SV04]. A measure called neural complexity, based
on entropy, has been introduced as a possible way of measuring brain com-
plexity [TSE94]. The study of mammalian brains using graph-theoretic and
information-theoretic approaches seems to promise useful results [SE04]. The
study of biological networks, such as protein-protein interaction maps, is also
a growing research area [BOW04]. The eigenvalue spectra of networks have
also been found a useful tool [DGMS04, FDJ+02]. There has also been re-
search concerning evolving networks [JK01, LHN05].
3.2 Properties of scale-free networks
The simplest model for creating scale-free networks is the Barabási–Albert
model [BA99, BAJ99]. In contrast to random and small-world models, where
the number of vertices is fixed to n, the network is constantly growing by the
addition of new vertices, and they attach preferentially to vertices which are al-
ready well-connected. The power law degree distribution rises from preferential
attachment; if the process is disturbed, scale-free structure does not emerge.
There are two possible situations. In the first situation, the vertices are aging in
such a way that after a certain amount of time they cannot get any more con-
nections. The second situation happens when the capacity of vertices is lim-
ited, meaning that the number of connections is bounded. These networks can
still be small-world, but they are broad-scale or single-scale instead of scale-
free. [ASBS00] The shape of the attachment probability function, as a function
of vertex degree, defines the structure of the network: if the function is asymp-
totically linear, the resulting structure is scale-free; if the function grows faster
than linear, a single vertex connected to nearly every other vertex emerges; if
the growth is slower than linear, the number of vertices with degree k decays
faster than a power law [KR01].
Scale-free networks can also arise from the situation where there is a fitness-
dependent growth rate, meaning that high connectivity and high fitness value of
a vertex are preferred [ER02]. In fact, it has been shown that the fitness values
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themselves are enough to create a scale-free network, if the connections are
made with a probability depending on the fitness values [CCDLRM02, MMK04].
In that model, a vertex with a high fitness value is more highly connected than
a vertex with a low fitness value.
The ”rich get richer” -behavior of scale-free networks can be seen, for ex-
ample, in World Wide Web. However, there are some page subcategories in
which the link distribution is different. With this idea in mind, a new network
model was introduced to allow the new, poor vertices to gain connections and
compete with the older, more connected vertices [PFL+02].
Other complex network models producing power law degree distribution in-
clude a simple deterministic model where no probabilities are needed [BRV01],
a method for constructing scale-free trees and arbitrary scale-free random net-
works [BCK01], a model based on the stochastic mean-field model of distance
[Ald04], a hybrid model consisting of a global and a local network [CL04], using
random walkers [SK04], aggregation (merging vertices together) [AD05], and
simple rules creating a scale-free network with adjustable degree distribution
exponent [Sta06].
The average distance between the vertices in a scale-free network depends
logarithmically on the number of vertices, whereas the probability distribution
function of the distances may take different forms [SAK02b]. It has also been
shown that if the edge weights are random, then the minimum spanning trees
of scale-free networks are scale-free as well [SAK03]. The claim that scale-free
networks are self-similar, or that they consist of self-repeating patterns on all
length scales, has been verified for a variety of real-world networks [SHM05].
A measure in a scale-free network representing a data packet transport
problem, load of a vertex, or the accumulated sum of a fraction of data packets
travelling along the shortest pathways between every pair of vertices, has been
introduced. It has been shown that the load distributions for many real-world
networks follow a power law with an exponent close to 2.2 or 2.0 [GOJ+02,
GOG+04].
Scale-free networks are known to have good error tolerance, meaning that
if a random vertex is deactivated, the probability that the functionality of the
network is hindered is small. On the other hand, they are vulnerable to in-
tentional attacks: if the attacker knows which vertices in the network are the
most highly-connected and deactivates them, the network breaks down into
small fragments. The attacks can also be aimed at the connections. [AJB00,
KCbAH04, LMN04, WC02]
Chapter 4
On graph-theoretic
clustering
The concepts of graph theory makes it suitable to be used in clustering prob-
lems: the vertices of a weighted graph correspond with the data points in fea-
ture space, and the edge weights are the dissimilarities between the pairs of
data points [XWI05]. Clustering algorithms based on graph theory are able to
find clusters of various shapes, if they are well separated [TK03]; as it was
stated in section 2.1, variously shaped clusters are usually problematic to han-
dle.
4.1 MST-based clustering
The most well-known graph-theoretic clustering method is based on the mini-
mum spanning tree (MST) problem [GH85]. The method is very simple: first, an
MST of the dataset is constructed, then all the inconsistent edges are searched
and deleted [Zah71]. The definition of ”inconsistent” is the most problematic
part of the method, and different definitions have been proposed as well as
criticized [TK03, DGS83, DH86]. Single-link clustering method, which is a hier-
archical method, can also be represented with an MST as follows [JD88].
• Find an MST of the graph. Set the initial clustering: each object belongs
in its own cluster.
• Repeat the following two steps until all objects are in one cluster:
– Find the smallest-weighed edge of the MST. Merge the correspond-
ing clusters.
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– Replace the weight of the edge selected in the previous step by
a weight larger than the largest distance (i.e., mark the edge as
”used”).
As it can be seen from the algorithm, the information for single-link clustering
is completely contained in the MST [GR69].
There are many algorithms available for MST construction. Three inher-
ently different approaches to the MST problem give rise to three algorithms
most commonly used in the literature. They are usually named after the per-
sons who proposed them (actually, many different people were working with the
same problems independently, and the names are not necessary the original
inventors’ names). All the algorithms have as the input a weighted, undirected
graph, with n vertices and m edges, and each returns an MST of the graph.
Kruskal The algorithm constructs a forest of trees by adding edges to it in
increasing weight order, in such a way that no cycles are formed, and
during the construction the trees of the forest are eventually merged to-
gether to the MST.
Prim Prim’s algorithm starts from an arbitrary vertex (or from the shortest
edge). At each step, a shortest possible edge expanding the current
MST is added.
Boru˙vka This algorithm is inherently parallel: the shortest edge for every tree
in the current forest is added at the same time. If there are edges with
the same weight, some modifications are needed.
All three algorithms can be implemented to run in time O(m logn). In the case
of Prim’s algorithm, this requires that the edges are kept in a binary heap; the
theoretical time complexity can be further improved by using Fibonacci heaps
[GGST86]. Interestingly, it has been shown that the invasion percolation model
in physics is essentially the same thing as Prim’s algorithm [Bar96]. [HJS84,
Tar86, GH85, CLRS01]
The time complexity of deterministic, comparison-based MST construction
has been steadily improved [Cha97, Cha00a, PR02b], and as a by-product,
a data structure for an approximate priority queue, the soft heap, has been
presented [Cha00b]. If better time complexity is wanted, it is possible to find
MSTs using a deterministic algorithm not based on comparison [FW94], a ran-
domized algorithm [KKT95, PR02a], a parallel algorithm [CHL01], or a parallel
randomized algorithm [PR99].
Another two viewpoints to the MST problem are the MST verification prob-
lem, or determining whether a given spanning tree is an MST or not [Tar79,
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Kin97, BKRW98], and the maintaining of an MST of a dynamic graph [Epp95,
ACI97, HK97, Zar02, CFFPI02].
4.2 Other graph-theoretic clustering methods
A graph-theoretic approach to clustering using undirected adjacency graphs
has been introduced by Wu and Leahy. [WL93]. The clustering is achieved
by removing edges to form subgraphs in such a way that the largest inter-
subgraph maximum flow is minimized. The clustering algorithm has been ap-
plied to image segmentation problem, and it is said to be able to accurately
locate region boundaries in the images.
A hierarchical clustering method called diameter clustering, based on an
Euclidean MST, has been presented by Krznaric and Levcopoulos [KL95]. The
diameter clusters are defined in such a way that they are well-separated and
form a hierarchy which can be described by a tree. This structure can be used
in some other applications such as in calculating the complete link hierarchy.
A generalized distance measure in undirected weighted graphs suitable to
clustering has been introduced [Len98]. It has been used in a two-step clus-
tering procedure, where the cluster centers are found with either crisp or fuzzy
k-means, and the samples near the borders of the clusters are handled with a
graph-theoretic method similar to single-linkage method.
A graph-theoretic clustering algorithm using a similarity graph in which clus-
ters are highly connected subgraphs has also been presented [HS00]. The
subgraphs are found using minimum cut algorithms; there is no need to know
the number of clusters. The method has been tested with gene expression
data, and it has been found to be efficient.
An another graph-theoretic clustering algorithm using minimum weight cuts
has been introduced [SS00]. The data to be clustered is represented by a
similarity matrix, and in the graph, there is an edge between two nodes, if their
similarity measure is above some pre-defined non-negative threshold. The
method, called CLICK, has been tested on biological datasets. It is also said
to be a very fast method.
A pairwise nearest neighbor (PNN) clustering method using k-nearest neigh-
bor graph has been presented by Fränti et al. [FVH03]. In this method, k-
nearest neighbor graph represents a cluster for each vertex, and edges are
pointers to neighboring clusters. The PNN method is a hierarchical clustering
method, in which clusters are merged together, and the graph has been used
to assist in that purpose.
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Three graph clustering algorithms, namely Markov clustering, iterative con-
ductance cutting, and geometric MST, have been presented along with the
comparison of their performance in the case of randomly generated datasets
[BGW03]. All the methods are meant to separate sparsely connected dense
subgraphs from each other using indices measuring intra-cluster density and
inter-cluster sparsity.
An MST clustering method automatically detecting inconsistent edges has
been proposed [HC03]. The algorithm finds statistically the threshold for the
edges to be removed, and connects very small clusters to the nearest cluster.
The method has been tested with artificial datasets.
Three methods for obtaining a clustering from an MST, including the re-
moval of long edges, partitioning the MST iteratively, and finding the glob-
ally optimal clustering for a range of number of clusters, have been proposed
[XOX01, XOX02]. The methods have been tested with gene expression data.
It is also possible to formulate an exact definition for a cluster in this framework
[OXX03].
A shape-independent clustering technique based on iterative partitioning of
the relative neighborhood graph has been given by Bandyopadhyay [Ban04].
The proposed method is claimed to be able to detect outliers, indicate the in-
herent hierarchical nature of the clusters present in the dataset, and identify
the case when there are no natural clusters in the data. The method has been
tested with artificial datasets only.
Ordering the edges of an MST has also been proposed as a clustering
method [FCOCC04]. This method has been tested with simulated and real
datasets, and the results were compared with the results of a similar clustering
method which orders the data points using the local density.
Recently, a nonparametric clustering algorithm being able to find clusters of
varying shapes and overlapping clusters has been presented [ZZZL07]. The
method is in close relationship with the single-link clustering method. Its basis
is nonparametric density estimation. Thus, there is no restriction for the shape
of the density function.
A partitional clustering algorithm based on graph coloring with a greedy
algorithm being able to select the appropriate number of clusters based on a
clustering tendency index has been proposed by Brás Silva [BSBPdC06]. The
testing has shown the efficiency of the method, also in the case when there is
no clustering structure in the dataset.
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4.3 Applications of graph-theoretic clustering
The problem with image database querying has been solved with graph-theo-
retic clustering algorithm [AH99]. The clustering is used as a post-processing
step after the database has been queried: the best matching images are
queried again, after which the images are arranged into a graph whose con-
nected clusters include the best matching images. The clusters can overlap,
which is a desired property.
A memetic clustering algorithm, or a genetic algorithm combined with local
search, for clustering gene expression data has been introduced [SMSZ03].
Before the actual memetic algorithm is used, the MST of the dataset is calcu-
lated. The initial population is then set to be the MST from which k− 1 random
edges have been deleted. This combination is said to find near-optimal solu-
tions quickly.
A method for automatically finding cluster of micro-calcifications from mam-
mographic images has been given by Cordella et al. [CPSV05]. In this applica-
tion area, a cluster is a group of at least three micro-calcifications in a limited
area of the mammogram. The clustering method begins by assigning the ver-
tices with the micro-calcifications found by a detection algorithm and the edges
with their Euclidean distances. Then the MST of this graph is determined, and
the edges with large weights are removed with the help of a fuzzy c-means
algorithm.
A graph-theoretic approach can also be used in image segmentation prob-
lems [MK95]. Since the pixel data contained in an image is vast, the cluster
analysis is done using the histogram of the image. A directed graph is formed
by calculating the number of pixels in each histogram bin, and drawing a link
from each bin to the bin with maximum count in its neighborhood. The directed,
rooted trees are the clusters found from the image. The method has been used
in a binarization algorithm for color text images, and it has been found to be ef-
fective [WLLH05].
An another solution for image segmentation problem, sparse clustering, has
been provided by Jeon et al. [JJH06]. The image is presented with a weighted
undirected graph, and the segmentation is acquired by factorizing the affinity
matrix using positive tensor factorization. The number of clusters is detected
automatically with the help of intra- and inter-cluster measures.

Chapter 5
Summary of publications
and results
The first publication, ”Minimum spanning tree clustering of EEG signals”, I,
studies the usage of the standard minimum spanning tree in clustering of EEG
signals containing epileptic seizures. Three strategies to find inconsistent edges
from the MST were presented, each based on the statistics of edge lengths.
The clustering results obtained were compared with the results from k-means.
The problems associated with the MST clustering method became apparent,
although it was also found out that the method seemed to place similar-looking
fragments of EEG signal near each other in the resulting tree. In conclusion, it
can be said that the EEG dataset used in the study was difficult to cluster with
k-means also, and the use of the MST method can be justified since clusters of
different size were preferred in this application area. It can also be noted that
k-means does not reveal possible outlier values whereas the MST method can
find them (and thus create singleton clusters).
In ”Clustering with a minimum spanning tree of scale-free-like structure”, II,
the scale-free minimum spanning tree (SFMST) structure was first presented
along with its usage in clustering. The performance of SFMST clustering
method was compared with MST clustering and k-means. Test datasets in-
cluded three freely available datasets as well as a dataset containing EEG
recordings with epileptic seizures. All datasets consisted of continuous-valued
features. This article forms the basis of the thesis.
The main idea of the algorithm presented in II is as follows. First, the
distance matrix (containing the distances between all the data points) is cal-
culated. The initial edge weights are set to the reversed distances, that is,
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w0(i, j) = dmaxi,j(d(i, j))e − d(i, j), where d(i, j) is the Euclidean distance
between vertices i and j, and the ceiling operation d·e is used to avoid any
edge having weight zero. Hence, in this formulation, the edge with the great-
est weight corresponds with the shortest distance. During the execution of the
algorithm, the SFMST is constructed by selecting the edge with the greatest
weight, checking if the edge can be added to the growing SFMST (in a way
that no cycles are formed), and updating the weights of the edges not in the
SFMST, if necessary. The necessity is defined using a pre-defined thresh-
old value: if a vertex has more edges than the threshold, the weights of all
the edges having the vertex as one endpoint have to be updated. The updat-
ing function was defined as wnew = w0 + n cn, where n is the number of the
edges, and c is a constant whose possible values are 0.5 < c < 1. The rea-
son behind the selection of the weight updating function was that the bonus for
high connectivity increases slowly when the number of connections increases,
and starts to decrease when the number of connections is large enough. The
two constants, the threshold value and c, define the structure of the resulting
SFMST. The role of c is especially important: if c = 1, the resulting SFMST
has one vertex to which every other vertex is directly connected to. Setting a
smaller value for c causes the emergence of more hubs, or highly-connected
vertices. The smaller value of c leads to smaller hubs having less connections,
and at c = 0.5, the resulting SFMST looks nearly like the standard MST. The
constant c might be called ”a hubability constant”.
The performance of SFMST clustering method was found to strongly de-
pend on the value of c: the same value for c was used with all the datasets,
although the optimal result would require the selection of the constant accord-
ing to the characteristics of the dataset. It is also possible to use different
methods in finding the clustering from the SFMST. A vertex was defined as a
hub if it had at least four connections, and a cluster was defined to consist of
the hub and all the vertices connecting directly to it. Two hubs connected to
each other either directly or via one linking vertex were defined to belong to the
same cluster. In addition, the SFMST structure may have branches, or chains
of vertices originating from a hub.
The results can easily be compared with the ones from MST clustering
method, whereas k-means method is inherently different method which makes
comparison harder. The SFMST outperformed the standard MST method, but
k-means performed better than SFMST method with certain datasets. The
MST clustering method was found to produce lots of small clusters with only
a few members, both in I and II. These small clusters could be interpreted to
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contain outlier points. The SFMST method produces branches whose role is
unclear — they might also be interpreted as outliers. In addition, there may be
many hubs inside one cluster.
The SFMST clustering method was improved in ”Modifying the scale-free
clustering method”, III. In this article, a new method for edge weight updating
was presented: the edge weights are always updated after an edge is added to
the SFMST. The edge weight updating function was also changed to resemble
the equation for the gravitational force between two particles. In more formal
way, the initial edge weights were defined as w0(i, j) = 1/d(i, j)2. The weight
updating function became wnew(i, j) = ncn/d(i, j)2, where, as before, 0.5 <
c < 1, and n is the number of edges. The improvement made the SFMST
method simpler: now it needs only one parameter, the hubability constant c.
The improved method was tested with three freely available datasets hav-
ing features with continuous values, and the results were compared with the
results from k-means method. The improved SFMST method produced better
results than k-means in the case of the first dataset; with the second datasets,
the performances were about equal quality. The third dataset was not well
separated with either of the methods.
”Finding the optimal number of clusters from artificial datasets”, IV, presents
a way to find the number of clusters as well as the clustering itself from the
SFMST structure. The modified SFMST construction method was used along
with a new way of defining the edges to be removed. First, a histogram of the
edge lengths in the SFMST was constructed (the number of bins needed was
detected automatically); it was found out that the edge length distribution was
best modeled using a lognormal distribution. The histogram can be truncated at
the point where it first reaches zero, the edges corresponding with the isolated
bins in the histogram removed. As a test data, three artificial datasets were
used. The results of the SFMST method were compared with the results from
nearest neighbor and k-means clustering, for which the number of clusters was
detected using the largest average silhouette width criterion. Nearest neighbor
method was used since it is closely connected to the MST clustering method.
The results showed that the SFMST method tended to find greater number
of clusters than were actually present in the data. The clusterings itselves were
of quite a good quality with respect to a priori information about the datasets.
The same value for c was used in all cases; selecting c individually for each
dataset might have lead to better clustering results. The nearest neighbor
method was found to perform better than the k-means method with the artificial
datasets. This follows probably from the fact that the datasets were designed
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to have clusters with different shapes and densities.
The last publication, ”A fast clustering method using a scale-free minimum
spanning tree”, V, focuses on the computational complexity of the SFMST. It
was shown that an SFMST can be efficiently constructed when binary heaps
are used. One of the goals was also to check the practical computational com-
plexity of Fibonacci heaps: it was known beforehand that their low asymptotic
time complexity requires large constant factors, which means that their mainte-
nance takes a lot of time in practice; this was confirmed in the study.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and discussion
In this study, the clustering problem found in many different application areas
was discussed from the viewpoint of networks. A novel graph-theoretic clus-
tering method using a structure called scale-free minimum spanning tree was
formulated. The method is capable of handling data with continuous-valued
attributes and it needs only one control parameter. The number of clusters
present can be detected during the clustering process. The method is able to
find clusters with different sizes, shapes and densities, and it has been tested
with both real and artificial datasets. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first time anyone has used a scale-free tree as a way to obtain a clustering.
Open questions related to the proposed method include the selection of an
appropriate dissimilarity measure which also defines the metrics to be used
in validating, and automatically finding the most suitable value of the hubability
constant c for each dataset in the SFMST construction. The first problem is uni-
versal in clustering; the similarity measure has to be chosen separately for each
dataset. The second one, if it proves to be solvable, makes the method fully
automatic. To make the method more effective computationally, randomization
could be implemented. More thorough theoretical analysis of the method is
also needed. The proposed method might be somehow related to clustering
methods based on densities; the possible relation would be useful to know.
The clustering method introduced in this study presents two ways of obtain-
ing the clustering from the SFMST structure, directly from the structure and by
using the edge length histogram. There may exist different, better strategies for
finding the clusters, depending on how the hubs, branches and edge lengths of
the structure are interpreted. Defining the optimal number of clusters can also
be included in the strategy.
The significance of this study can be found in the combination of a scale-
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free structure and clustering. There is still room for new clustering methods in
data mining applications, and importing concepts from graph theory into clus-
tering may reveal hidden structures in the data not found before with other
methods. However, care must be taken when using a clustering method: it
makes no sense to impose a partition into a dataset which is not inherently
partitionable. Therefore, clustering validity has to be taken into account, and
the clustering results must be viewed with a critical eye.
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